WOLVEY PARISH COUNCIL

Defibrillators in Wolvey

Wolvey Parish Council has purchased 2 defibrillator machines which have now been registered with the Ambulance Service and are ready for use, if needed. Both machines are easily accessible and are sited on the front outside walls at the following 2 locations:

Wolvey Village Hall, The Square, Wolvey

Wolvey C of E Primary School, Bulkington Road, Wolvey

A number of people living and working in the vicinity of these 2 defibrillators have received training in their use. However, these machines are easy to use – once a machine has been activated, clear step by step instructions are given – these instructions are repeated at frequent intervals to further assist the user.

The machines are stored in locked cabinets. In the event that one is required, the person seeking to use the machine must first dial 999 and report the incident to the emergency services. The emergency services will then provide a code which will unlock the cabinet so as to allow the defibrillator to be retrieved.

Hopefully, these machines will not be needed, but in the event that they are, it should be reassuring for villagers and visitors to Wolvey to know that they are nearby and ready for use.